
they get affected by the bad friends & bad habits & do

everything in negative sense such as smoking,

drinking drugs, which may lead them to delinquency.

Dual Career Couple

In this the parents need to balance their career with

their personal life. It takes time and effort to nurture the

parent-child relationship. The quality of the

relationship between parents and their children is often

threatened by long, non-traditional work hours and the

influence of social media. Spending more quality time

with your child, engaged in activity or conversation,

can help mend a troubled relationship. A lack of

attention can cause problems, including displays of

acting-out behaviors, in the parent-child relationship,

Acting out includes the demonstration of disruptive

behaviors, such as violence toward others and defiance

toward authority. Improved communication and

quality time spent between you and your child can

decrease these behaviors and enhance your

relationship.

Parents & Child Relationship

Introduction

Relationship between parent & child is a combination

between experience of whole life & initialization of

life. Parent serve their experience as a life time

perception the child & we can say that it a very mature

home schooling of child. They also learn adequate

discipline in channel of up & down & down to up. For

example regards of parents to the grandparents. It is a

combination of overall course of life. Parent & child

relationship consist of behavior feelings, expectations

which are unique for a particular parent & for a

particular child. It involves the full extent of child

development. Now a day there is a nuclear family

system & all are facing emerging trend.  During their 

growing years children watch their parents through

this experience they learn about love for their family,

love for their country & love for all humanity.

Relationship between is very important particular with

mothers yet some don't care about their children &

don't attention to them. Problem is that mother has no

time to spend with their children.

If they did not get proper guidance by their parents,
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Abstract

Relationship are of 3 types-

Given,Made andFormal

GIVEN-Givenmeans blood relationship likemother, father, and sister.

MADE-made relationship arewhatevermake in the life like friends, spouse, husband-wife relationship, etc,

FORMAL- formal relationships are from business relationship, employment relationship, superior- subordinate,

and colleagues, etc.All these relations turn to friend.

There are 3 types of estate- parent, adult, and child.

A person can operate from anyone of the ego estate at any times but whenever he operates from one ego estate

majority of time it is called Cathy. The above description gives us a preface to the topic selection by the writers &

that is parent&children relationship.



5. The females today have inherited ant conspiracy

from the serials. They are saying today &

transforming to their children.

The wide gap between two generation derive it's a

threat from the content of preceding paragraph.

Suggestion

1. There is needed to strike a balance between third

process of parent and child. The process came to

known as assertiveness.

2. The assertive behavior will pay a path hygienic

relationship between two and they can walk hand

in gloves for month together & year together.

3. The parent should come forward & observe the

mind of the children & child should look from the

angle of the parent.

4. While maintaining the relationship between

parent and child. A child should defacers his/her

behavior. There should be consistentecy and

honesty to develop the relationship between

parent and child.

5. Child should respect the parent & all. This parent

& child relationship deepens with respect at its

core.

6. Parents should share time with their child & they

also try to find solution of the problem of their

child because this relationship is very sensitive

cum emotional.

Conclusion

While concluding the researcher have tried bring on

platform vibrant relationship. The existing

relationship between two changes & come to calm

peaceful situation where both come perceive each

other & enjoy this beautiful life with happiness

respective each other ideas & create a culture for future

generation.

Socialization

Whatever is happening in the society around them they

observe & try to do it just like that? When parent

interfere in their matter then they treated as a biggest

enemy for them. Because as we know that the human

tendency is to observe negative things rapidly &try do

it very firstly because negative things have better

attraction in comparison to positive one.

Genetic Effect

The parent-child relationship in context to genetic

selection is asymmetrical in multiple ways. Parents

bring children into existence and are responsible for

raising them; children cannot have this same

responsibility for their parents.And even if children do

have obligations to care for their elderly parents. The 

content of those requirements differs significantly

from parental duties to young children. Parents are

required to raise their children so that they can flourish

and fend for themselves. This requires, in part, giving

children the tools they need to develop their own

autonomous wishes and find their own places in the

world. By contrast, when grown children assume

responsibility for the care of their elderly parents, the

decisions of the children should be guided at least in

part by the beliefs and values that the parents

themselves held when they were fully competent.

Findings

1. The behavior of the person has no relationship

with real relationship among them. Like a person

can be person at one time & child at another time.

2. There is a wide generation GAP the last

generation & this generation is not one generation

but more than three generation.

3. The generation gap dilemma in the mind of both

parents of today & children who will occupy the

seat of parent.

4. The mother also present parents had rate the

Geeta & the Mahabharat where as mothers of

present have seen the Ekta Kapoor serials.
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